S2	THE TEACHING OF GRAMMAR
temptation to be easy going, but unless he resists it by
watching persistently for the more serious blunders to
•eradicate, he is heaping up bad habits which have only
to be unlearnt later on.
Every teacher then should keep by him Ms anticipatory
list or syllabus of common errors -with room to supplement it
&$ the outcome of experience.
The third defect common in teaching English is the
disregard of help afforded by the vernacular. There are
many grammatical usages in which vernacular and
English agree, many also in which they differ. Advant-
age should be taken of both similarities and contrasts.
Assuming that the pupil begins English knowing some
vernacular grammar already, to go through the process
of teaching an identical usage or rule in English when
all that is required is to refer to previous vernacular
knowledge or habit is to waste time. Consider examples
from the ordinary parts of speech the names and meanings
of which it is convenient for the pupil to know for his
study of his vernacular and of English.
The Vernacular in Grammar Teaching
The verb and the adjective in English have both exact
•equivalents in Urdu (viz., ism fail and ism sift,) and these
the pupil has presumably learnt already. He has learnt,
that is to say, the meaning of each term and can apply
his knowledge to examples. At present it is common to
hear teachers in the early stage of English teaching taking
the verb or adjective with a class as though it were an
entirely fresh lesson, presenting examples on the black-
board and after examination of them inducing, in the
approved style of inductive procedure, the functions of a
number of verbs or adjectives, to be followed by the
definition and the name. This expenditure of energy may
be saved by the simpler process of recalling to the pupil's
mind the corresponding vernacular terms and meanings,
revising as far as necessary, and then apportioning to
them the equivalent terms in English. This can be
followed by application of the English terms to instances
first in vernacular and then in English sentences, in
•order to drive them home. In short, the process is
^essentially the same as that of teaching any new English

